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PROJECT NAME:  ALTERNATE ORDER/QUOTE PRODUCT CODE LOOKUP  
 
 

1. BUSINESS CASE: 
 
When creating sales orders or quotes, the Streamline Customer requires the ability to tag 
multiple products when performing a product code lookup.  Tagged items will be returned to 
sales order or quotes for further processing. 
 

2. CURRENT PROCESS: 
 
Products must be located in product code lookup and move to the sales order one at a time. 

3. ASSUMPTIONS: 
 

3.1 This modification when turned on will apply to all users, thus no user rights or 
user setup modifications are in scope. 
 

3.2 Branch and/or warehouse assignment on sales orders is not affected by this 
modification. 

 
3.3 Currently this mod is not compatible with business rule S/O 7 (Assign Lot/Serial 

Numbers at time of order entry). 
  

3.4 No further assumptions have been identified. 
 

4. CONDITIONS: 
 

4.1 This will be a base modification controlled by a new optional business rule. 
 

4.2 No further conditions have been identified. 
 

5. LIMITATIONS: 
 

5.1 The alternate product code lookup functionality described in this functional 
specification document is limited to sales order and quote entry and applies to 
normal or expanded views.  All other functions where product code lookup can 
be launched will use the current browse lookup. 
 

5.2 The alternate product code lookup screen is based on the existing Pricing Lookup 
screen, thus all functionality is based on that screen.  Specifically, product 
quantities shown are for the users warehouse only (i.e. not affected by business 
rule IN15 – Display Qty Info in Product Master Lookup). 

 
5.3 No further limitations have been identified. 
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6. DETAILED ANALYSIS: 
 

6.1 Business Rule Control:  The modification will be tied to a new custom business 
rule labelled Quote/Order Product Tagging Lookup. 
 

6.2 Tagging Product Code Lookup:  When a user performs an F5 in the product 
code field in an order or quote (normal or expanded view) while in create mode, 
the standard product code lookup screens will be replaced by a new tagging 
product code lookup screen.  The new tagging product code lookup will be 
conceptually similar to the Pricing Lookup screen (called from Pricing in 
Customer Service Inquiry) and will have the following features: 
 

6.2.1 Screen name – Product Code Selection 
 

6.2.2 Top portion of screen will have columns for Product ID, Prod Line, Description 
(first line only), Sell UOM, Order Quantity, Sell Price, Tag. 
 

6.2.3 A given product will be listed consecutively as many times as there are 
selling UOMs.  If a given selling UOM is restricted for warehouse assigned in 
the order (as defined by the Restrict UOM flag in the product warehouse file) 
the product will be displayed but users will not be able to tag it.  An 
information window will appear when such an attempt is made stating “The 
UOM for your warehouse is restricted”. 
 

6.2.4 Middle of screen will have same buttons (Warehouse, Bill of Material, 
Search/Release, Filter, Margin Calculator, Tagged Items and Cancel all with 
same functionality) with the following exceptions: 

 
6.2.4.1 Create Quote and Create Orders button not required, replaced with a 

Continue button which will copy the tagged items to the sales order or 
quote. 
 

6.2.4.2 Tag/Untag (toggle) 
 

6.2.4.3 Tag All/Untag All (toggle) 
Note that Tag All and Untag All buttons will Tag or Untag all items in all 
units of measure that are within the current search/subsearch and filter 
settings in all units of measure. 
 

6.2.4.4 Sub-Search (see SID 24272)  
 
6.2.5 The second line of description for an item that user is parked on will display 

just above the buttons. 
 

6.2.6 The bottom portion of the screen will be reserved for information specific to 
the product that the user is parked on and will include same information as 
displayed in the Pricing Lookup screen (i.e. warehouse quantities and pricing 
grid).  Note that quantities, costs and selling prices must relate to the selling 
UOM that user has selected.  Timing of display unchanged from CSI-Pricing. 
 

6.2.7 User can park on a product and enter the order quantity in which case it will 
automatically be tagged, or simply tag the item in which case the order 
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quantity will default to one.  If quantity for product exceeds availability for 
warehouse, then display standard message.  An item that is listed more than 
once (as per multiple sell UOMs) can be tagged more than once so long as 
the particular sell UOM is not restricted. 

 
6.2.8 When user tags one or more items and selects the Continue button, he/she 

will be presented with a message stating “Are you sure you want to select 
the XX products you have tagged?” (with Yes and No buttons).  The selected 
products/quantities will populate in the sales order.  Sales Order/Quote entry 
must exit from the details in order to refresh the lines brought in. 

 
6.2.9 A user will be able to access the normal product code lookup screen by 

parking on a listed product and hitting F5.  Note that there will be no tagging 
options available in this screen.  When user hits Exit he/she will be returned 
to the new lookup screen, or if user selects a product code he/she will be 
returned to the order entry screen. 

 
 

7. NOTES: 
 
The scope of this document is limited to those modifications and enhancements specifically identified 
in the Solutions section(s).  Assumptions, Conditions and Limitations are generally provided to 
identify known and relevant elements that contribute to defining the scope of the modification.  Any 
other changes to functionality, process or procedure not specifically referenced in this document are 
considered to be external to the specification’s content and are not included. 
 

END 


